We've put together this toolkit of resources to help define and clearly communicate the benefits of the NumWorks graphing calculator.

We hope these resources can assist you in making the case of why you and your school should transition to using NumWorks in your classes.

If you have any questions, ideas or suggestions, please reach out to:

contact@numworks.com

testimonials from math teachers

parent and administration letters

commercial offers

benefits worksheet

features

Why NumWorks?
Why NumWorks is the best calculator for your students

NumWorks is a more modern and intuitive graphing calculator developed in collaboration with teachers and designed with today’s students in mind. Inspired by the electronic devices that students use daily, the Numworks app-based design empowers them to explore and discover mathematics on their own.

An app for every task

The NumWorks calculator is simple yet powerful, giving students all of the tools they need to be successful in their courses from middle school to college!

Exam ready

The NumWorks graphing calculator is included on the list of permitted calculators for the IB DP examinations and all College Board tests: PSAT, SAT and AP. It also meets the requirements of the ACT calculator policy. In addition, NumWorks is permitted on most state exams.

Free Emulator

All students should have access to the same device no matter where they are. Everyone can access all the features of the calculator software on a computer and mobile device, at no additional cost!
Here are some goals common to mathematics teachers and the ways that using NumWorks can help meet these goals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>How NumWorks supports your goal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Make math approachable and accessible to all students.</td>
<td>When students perform a calculation on the NumWorks calculator, they’ll see mathematical notation exactly like on their paper. Instead of using a function that is hidden deep in a menu, the NumWorks calculator automatically provides results displayed in exact and decimal form, helping students make mathematical connections.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attend to precision.</td>
<td>Mathematical fidelity matters at NumWorks. We placed an emphasis on making sure our tool accurately represents the mathematics. For example, ( \frac{2}{3} ) is displayed as approximately equal to 0.666667 while ( \frac{1}{2} ) is shown to be exactly equal to 0.5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broaden pathways to rigorous mathematics.</td>
<td>By spending less time teaching how to use the calculator, you can use your valuable class time to dig deeper into mathematical concepts. The NumWorks calculator provides tools for all your content needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase test scores.</td>
<td>Speed matters in a lot of high-stakes exams. Students don’t have time to wait for a graph to finish plotting. The NumWorks calculator outperforms other calculators in power and performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide regular access to technologies that support and advance mathematical sense making, reasoning, problem solving and communication.</td>
<td>In addition to the handheld device, students can access all the amazing features of the calculator software on their computer and phone, at no additional cost!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorporate the most up-to-date tools and resources in your classes.</td>
<td>Through collaboration with teachers and the general education community, NumWorks releases frequent software updates to provide you and your students with the most advanced user experience, all for free!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Calculation:
Accessible calculations where the math appears the way you would write it on paper with exact results, decimal approximations, additional results and more.

Grapher:
Create beautiful graphs instantly in the perfect viewing window. This app will allow you to calculate key features, derivatives and integrals with ease.

Equations:
Solve equations and systems of linear equations with both exact and numerical solutions.
Features and Environment

An app for every task

Statistics:
You can enter data, view graphs, and analyze summary statistics all in one app. Our all-inclusive Statistics application lets you do it all with easy-to-navigate tabs.

Regression:
Enter your data and the scatterplot is automatically displayed in the best viewing window. Create regression models, residual plots and summary statistics intuitively.

Sequences:
Our template system lets you write recursive and explicit sequences with ease. The math engine is so powerful, you can even link your sequences together!
Distributions:
The interactive visuals of the Distributions application make calculating probabilities a cinch.

Inference:
The inference application provides easy to use wizards to help perform significance test and construct confidence intervals. Valuable visuals are provided to deepen understanding.

Finance:
Financial problems involving simple and compound interest can be solved using simple wizards.
Elements:
Explore the periodic table with our Elements application.
Learn facts about each element and see trends across the entire table.

Python:
Python is a simple and universal programming language that is taught in many secondary schools around the world. Python is used in many careers and is an industry-standard programming language.

Settings:
Make changes to settings that apply to all applications. Choose your angle measure, language and more. Customize available features using Press-to-Test.
We have bulk order discounts when 20 or more calculators are purchased.

Those discounts are as follows:

10% off each device

+ One free calculator for every 20 calculators purchased

+ Free shipping

When purchasing a bulk order, you have 2 options! Both options include a single delivery to your school.

Group order
Individual student payment

No need to take orders or collect money from your students. Students purchase their device and pay directly online.

or

Business order
Organization payment

Create and download a quote instantly with your NumWorks Account. Once you are ready, place your order online.
Dear Administration,

Please consider having our school make the switch to the NumWorks graphing calculator for our math curriculum.

NumWorks is a more modern and intuitive graphing calculator developed in collaboration with teachers and designed with today’s students in mind. Inspired by the electronic devices that students use daily, this calculator’s app-based design empowers them to explore and discover mathematics on their own. Without the confusing abbreviations, complicated procedures and obscure menus that make other devices painful to use, students and teachers can focus on the math.

The NumWorks calculator is simple yet powerful, giving students all of the tools they need to be successful in their courses from middle school to college! The device will grow with students, as the free software updates ensure that they have immediate access to the newest features from NumWorks as soon as they’re released. I believe that equipping our students with these devices will allow us to make math education accessible and approachable for all students.

The NumWorks graphing calculator is included on the list of permitted calculators for the IB DP examinations and all College Board tests: PSAT, SAT and AP. It also meets the requirements of the ACT calculator policy. Further details are available at: num.works/exams.

The NumWorks graphing calculator retails for $99.99, but NumWorks offers schools and districts a discount on orders of 20 or more devices. In addition to the handheld device, students can access the NumWorks graphing calculator on their computer or phone, at no additional cost!

To equip all of our math teachers with the full knowledge of the calculator, NumWorks is offering a free calculator to all high school math teachers and can provide our department with a free training workshop.

The team of Math Teachers in Residence at NumWorks is incredibly supportive and can answer any of our questions by contacting them at contact@numworks.com.

I look forward to discussing this further with you!
Dear Parents and Guardians,

While reviewing your student’s supply list, you may note that our school is now recommending the NumWorks graphing calculator.

For those of you that are not familiar with NumWorks, it is a more modern and intuitive graphing calculator developed in collaboration with teachers and designed with today’s students in mind. Inspired by the electronic devices that students use daily, this calculator’s app-based design empowers them to explore and discover mathematics on their own.

The NumWorks calculator is simple yet powerful, giving students all of the tools they need to be successful in their courses from middle school to college! We believe that equipping our students with these devices will allow us to make math education accessible and approachable for all students.

The NumWorks graphing calculator is included on the list of permitted calculators for the IB DP examinations and all College Board tests: PSAT, SAT and AP. It also meets the requirements of the ACT calculator policy. You can learn more about exam compliance at num.works/exams.

The NumWorks graphing calculator retails for $99.99 and can be purchased at a variety of retailers, including directly from the NumWorks website. In addition to the handheld device, your student can access all the amazing features of the calculator software on their computer and phone, at no additional cost!

If you have any questions about how the NumWorks graphing calculator will be used in your students’ courses, don’t hesitate to reach out.

Sincerely,

Your Teacher
Testimonials

Our users are our best ambassadors.
Thank you to all the Math teachers who shared their feedback!

I loved it so much I talked my department and school into getting class sets, and we now have 220 NumWorks calculators. I’m already using them in my classroom and the kids LOVE them. They are much more user friendly than the old TI-Nspires that I have been using the past three years.

Jennifer B, Math Teacher, Idaho Falls Senior High School

The interface is very intuitive. I don’t have to dig through a bunch of menus to find what I need. The statistics menu area is FABULOUS!! I really like that I can see all the information and graphs within the same menu without having to turn things on and off.

Rachael N., Math Teacher, Andover High School

I like the simple user interface. I love the feature that shows the exact and decimal approximations. That feature has really helped my Algebra II students to see the exact solutions of radicals and logarithms as a “number”.

Wesley H, Math Teacher, Fayette Ware Comprehensive High School

I like that it is intuitive to use. I find myself spending a lot of class time explaining to the students how to complete simple tasks by navigating the sometimes confusing menus on other graphing calculators. Students these days are used to user interfaces and technology that works for them and not the other way around. The Numworks calculator is nice in that I am able to hand it to a student and they can basically just figure it out.

Randy L, Math Teacher, Cornell High School